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Abstract Doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)-based

wind farm has the characteristic of transient fault with low

voltage ride through (LVRT) capability. A new three-phase

fault direction identification method for the outgoing

transmission line of the wind farm is presented. The ability

of the new directional relay to differentiate between a

three-phase fault in one direction or the other is obtained by

using the increment of phase angle difference between the

memory voltage signal and the fault current signal within a

certain time, and using the amplitude variation of the fault

current. It can be inferred that the fault current is supplied

by the wind farm whether the phase angle differs or the

current amplitude varies considerably. Different fault

locations at the outgoing transmission line have been

simulated by PSCAD/EMTDC to evaluate the reliability

and sensitivity of the proposed technique. Results show

that the new directional relay is of faster response when a

three-phase fault occurs at the outgoing transmission line

of a DFIG-based wind farm.

Keywords Wind farm, Doubly-fed induction generator

(DFIG), Directional relay, Outgoing transmission line

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of wind generation tech-

nology and the increasing growth of wind power capacity

in power systems, large-scale wind farms have a great

impact on relay protection [1, 2]. As the electricity col-

lecting element, the outgoing transmission line is quite

important for normal operation of a wind farm, especially

in a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)-based wind

farm, which is a widely applied type [3, 4]. Thus it is

necessary to find a reliable protection scheme for such

transmission lines. The directional relay is one of the most

important protection elements. A traditional fault compo-

nent-based directional relay is extensively used in practice

because of its simple structure, fast response, and good

adaptability to load, fault type and transition resistance.

However, the fault characteristics of a wind farm are dif-

ferent from those of conventional power systems [5, 6].

Because of the input of a crowbar protection circuit, the

main frequency of the short circuit current fed by a doubly-

fed wind farm with a capacity of low voltage ride through

(LVRT) will be the rotating frequency of the wind turbine

before the fault, and it may no longer maintain the power

frequency (50 Hz). This may considerably impact on the

performance of the traditional directional relay which

compares the phase angles of current and voltage.
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It is necessary to study a new directional relay which is

adaptable to the outgoing transmission line of the wind

farm. Given the difference of phase angles between fault

and load current when a fault occurs forward and backward

[7], a direction identification approach has been proposed.

However, the method has the adaptability problem in a

wind power system because of the fast variation of the load

current. Two kinds of directional relays based on a

sequence component are presented in [8]: one calculates

the ratio of the negative sequence component to the zero

sequence component and identifies direction by comparing

the ratio with a statistical boundary value; the other com-

pares the values of the fifth harmonic of the zero sequence

component with the positive sequence component to

determine the fault direction. Both directional relays work

well under ideal conditions. However, rich high order

harmonics and non-periodic components during a fault in a

wind power system will reduce the precision of this

method. A new method for discriminating a directional

element is proposed in [9]. This method applies the prin-

ciple that the transient potential of a DFIG has inertia for a

short time after a fault. However, due to the short duration

of the inertia of the equivalent transient electromotive force

(EMF) of the DFIG, this method will fail if the protection

cannot effectively determine the fault direction during this

period. In [10], a fault current classification method is

proposed, and the fault direction is identified according to

the difference of fault current waveforms. However, it

needs to add frequency tracking links, and the action time

for the protection is longer.

This paper purposes a faster direction identification

method for the condition that the traditional directional

relay cannot identify the fault direction accurately when a

three-phase fault occurs. The new method mainly utilizes

the characteristics that the short circuit current of the for-

ward fault is usually a non-power frequency attenuation

AC component, while the short circuit current of the

backward fault is a power-frequency AC component. If the

phase angle difference of the fault current is large after a

period of failure, it is considered to be a positive direction

export fault; if the phase angle difference is small but the

amplitude difference is large, it is still considered as a

forward outlet fault; if the phase angle difference and

amplitude difference of the fault current calculation are

relatively small, it is considered to be a reverse outlet fault

of the outgoing line. A large-scale wind farm model is

established in PSCAD environment to verify the proposed

protection. Simulation results show that the fault direction

can be accurately identified on both sides of the line when a

three-phase fault occurs.

2 Adaptability analysis of traditional directional
relay to DFIG-based wind farm

When the voltage measured by a relay drops only a little

during a fault, the positive sequence voltage prior the fault

is memorized and adopted as the polarized voltage for

traditional directional relay [7], as shown in (1):

�90�\arg (
� _Uf1

_Um � _ImZset
Þ\90� ð1Þ

where _Uf1 is the positive sequence voltage prior to the

fault, _Um and _Im are the voltage and current respectively

measured by the relay, and Zset is the setting impedance.

When the positive sequence voltage drops below 20% of

its pre-fault value, a positive sequence voltage polarized

phase comparison circle is generally used for direction

identification, with the memorized positive sequence volt-

age adopted as the polarized voltage. The operational

equation is shown as in (2).

�90�\arg (
� _Upo1

_Um � _IZset
Þ\90� ð2Þ

where _Upo1 is the memorized voltage.

In order to test the function of the traditional directional

relay of the outgoing transmission line in a wind farm, the

model of a DFIG-based wind farm shown in Fig. 1 is built

and simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC. The installed capacity

of the wind farm is 300 MW. Through a package trans-

former, DFIG, with a terminal voltage of 0.69 kV and a

capacity of 5 MW, is connected to a collecting line (35

kV). With the main transformer, the collecting lines are

integrated to an outgoing transmission line (220 kV). Thus

the wind farm is connected to a 220 kV bus, and the

electrical energy is delivered to the power system. The

parameters of the simulated model are listed in Table 1 and

Table 2.

Figure 2 shows the phase angle comparison between the

memory voltage and the measured voltage by directional

relay when a three-phase fault occurs at the middle point of

the outgoing transmission line. Memory voltage is taken as

reference voltage.
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60
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transmission line
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Regular power
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Fig. 1 System topology of DFIG-based wind farm
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As shown in Fig. 2, when a symmetrical short circuit

occurs in the forward direction of the wind-side directional

relay, the phase angle of the terminal voltage of the wind

farm periodically fluctuates. With the LVRT capability,

DFIGs switch on a crowbar to protect the converter during

the fault when DFIGs can be seen as an induction motor,

which leads to a change of frequency. Therefore, a tradi-

tional directional relay cannot reliably identify the fault

direction. On the other hand, the grid-side directional relay

of the outgoing transmission line performs well in this

situation. Further simulation shows that if the fault current

measured by the directional relay is provided by the power

system, the directional relay identifies the fault direction

correctly and if the current measured by the directional

relay is supplied by the DFIG-based wind farm, the

directional relay cannot correctly identify the fault

direction.

3 Fault characteristics of the outgoing line
of a DFIG-based wind farm

The fault current of a crowbar-protected DFIG has three

components: � decaying DC component, ` decaying AC

component at the rotating frequency of the rotor, ´ steady

state fundamental frequency component [8]. Among them,

the three phase currents component at the rotating fre-

quency of the rotor can be described as (3):

isaxr
ðtÞ ¼ e�t=sr aa1 sinxrtþe�t=sr aa2 cosxrt

isbxr
ðtÞ ¼ e�t=sr aa1 sinðxrt � 2p=3Þ þ e�t=sr aa2 cosðxrt � 2p=3Þ

iscxr
ðtÞ ¼ e�t=sr aa1 sinðxrt þ 2p=3Þ þ e�t=sr aa2 cosðxrt þ 2p=3Þ

8
<

:

ð3Þ

where aa1, aa2 are the intrinsic parameters of the DFIG; sr
is the equivalent time constant of the rotor winding; and xr

is the angle frequency of the rotor.

Table 1 Parameters of DFIG-based wind farm

Unit Parameter Value

Wind turbine Rated capacity (MW) 5

Rated voltage (kV) 0.69

Stator resistance (p.u.) 0.00756

Stator leakage resistance (p.u.) 0.1425

Rotor resistance (p.u.) 0.00533

Rotor leakage resistance (p.u.) 0.1425

Excitation reactance (p.u.) 2.1767

Box transformer Rated capacity (MW) 7.5

Rated voltage (kV) 0.69/35

Positive sequence leakage reactance

(p.u.)

0.0895

No-load loss (p.u.) 0.00035

Copper consumption (p.u.) 0.0094

Table 2 Parameters of the main transformer of the wind farm and the outgoing transmission line

Unit Parameter Value

Main transformer Rated capacity (MW) 450

Rated voltage (kV) 35/220

Positive sequence leakage reactance (p.u.) 0.0895

No-load loss (p.u.) 0.00035

Copper consumption (p.u.) 0.0094

Outgoing transmission line Positive sequence resistance of unit length (X/km) 0.019

Positive sequence reactance of unit length (X/km) 0.2463

Unit length positive sequence capacitor (nF/km) 14.8024

Unit length zero sequence resistance (X/km) 0.2079

Zero sequence reactance of unit length (X/km) 0.7758

Zero sequence capacitance per unit length (nF/km) 8.703

Length of transmission line (km) 100

Fig. 2 Phase angle comparison between memory voltage and mea-

sured voltage
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3.1 Case 1: rotating frequency of rotor far away

from power frequency

When a three-phase fault occurs at the outgoing trans-

mission line of the wind farm, the terminal voltage of the

DFIG significantly drops. The memory voltage, which is

taken as the polarized voltage, is a steady-state quantity at

the power frequency, while the component at the rotating

frequency of the rotor takes the biggest part of the stator

current [11]. According to (3), the expression of the BC

phase-to-phase fault current can be derived as:

ibc ¼ Ibc sinðxrt þ h1Þ ð4Þ

The BC phase-to-phase memory voltage (positive

sequence) is described as:

ubc1 ¼ Ubc1 sinðx1t þ h2Þ ð5Þ

where Ibc, Ubc1, h1 and h2 are the amplitudes and initial

phase angles of the fault current and memory voltage,

respectively.

To extract the real and imaginary parts from the mea-

sured data, full-cycle Fourier algorithm is applied. For

example, real and imaginary parts of the voltage are cal-

culated by (6) and (7), respectively.

UR ¼
2

T1

Z tþT1

t

ubc1 sinðx1tÞdt ð6Þ

UI ¼
2

T1

Z tþT1

t

ubc1 cosðx1tÞdt ð7Þ

The phase difference between the voltage and stator

fault current is introduced as:

h ¼ argð
_Ubc1

_Ibc
Þ ð8Þ

According to (4)–(8), the expression of h can be

calculated as:

h ¼ h1 � arctan
ðxr þ x1Þ sinððxr � x1Þt þ xr

x1
pþ h2Þ

ðxr þ x1Þ cosððxr � x1Þt þ xr

x1
pþ h2Þ

!

 
ðxr � x1Þ sinððxr þ x1Þt þ xr

x1
pþ h2Þ

ðxr � x1Þ cosððxr þ x1Þt þ xr

x1
pþ h2Þ

ð9Þ

Dh is defined as the increment of the phase angle

difference between the memory voltage and fault current,

which is calculated as:

Dh ¼ maxðhÞ �minðhÞ ð10Þ

where minðhÞ, maxðhÞ is the maximum and the minimum

value of the phase angle difference between memory

voltage and fault current respectively. This is measured by

the directional relay of wind farm side during the fault

occurring for 20 ms to 30 ms. The relationship of Dh and

the rotating frequency of the rotor is shown in Fig. 3.

According to Fig. 3, larger deviation of the rotating

frequency from the power frequency leads to larger Dh.
When the rotating frequency equals the power frequency,

Dh is 0. At the same time, the fault current supplied by the

power system has two components, of which the steady

state current takes the larger part, as shown in (11).

if ðtÞ ¼ Im sinðx0t þ h2Þ þ Im sinðh2Þe�t=s ð11Þ

where Im is the amplitude of the current supplied by the

synchronous generator and s is the decaying time constant

of the synchronous generator. s ranges from 1 ms to 100

ms while h2 goes from 0� to 180�. So the Dh calculated by

the directional relay on the grid side ranges from 0� to

2.63�.
Based on this characteristic, the threshold of Dh can be

set as Dhset ¼ 8�. When Dh[Dhset, it means that the fault

current is supplied by the DFIG and thereby the fault

direction can be identified by the directional relay. When

Dh\Dhset, there are two possibilities: � the fault current is

provided by the DFIG with rotating frequency near the

power frequency; ` the fault current is supplied by the

power system. Thus further criteria are needed to identify

the direction.

3.2 Case 2: rotating frequency of rotor close

to power frequency

According to (9) and (10), when the rotating frequency

of the rotor ranges from 47.83 Hz to 52.17 Hz, Dh calcu-

lated by the directional relay would be less than 8�. On the

other hand, the fault current supplied by the wind farm

decays quickly while the fault current supplied by the

regular power system stays relatively stable. A further

algorithm on quantity amplitude shows that the maximum

35
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5

0
40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58

40

60
Frequency (Hz)

Δθ
(°

)

Fig. 3 Relationship between increment of phase angle difference Dh
and rotational frequency prior to the fault
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error is 3.38% in this frequency range (47.83 Hz to 52.17

Hz). Therefore, when Dh is small enough, the decay rate of

the fault current amplitude calculated by a Fourier algo-

rithm can be utilized as a complementary criterion for the

directional relay.

When the voltage seriously drops during a three-phase

short circuit, the steady state fundamental frequency

component of the fault current supplied by the wind farm

can be ignored. And the fault current has only a decaying

AC component at the rotating frequency of the rotor [9].

The fault current of the wind farm is:

ikðtÞ ¼ Ime
�t=sr cosðxrt þ a1Þ ð12Þ

The amplitude of the decaying AC component decays

exponentially.

In order to reflect the amplitude variation of the fault

current, the current decay rate d is defined as:

d ¼
Ikðt0Þ � IkðtT=2Þ
�
�

�
�

Ikðt0Þ
� 100% ð13Þ

where Ikðt0Þ and IkðtT=2Þ are current amplitudes at the

moment of fault occurrence and half a sampling cycle of

the full-cycle Fourier algorithm, respectively.

During a fault, the damping rate of the decaying AC

component is determined by the rotor’s decay time con-

stant which can be expressed as [10]:

sr ¼
Xr þ ðXsþXeÞXm

XsþXeþXm

x0ðRr þ RcbÞ
ð14Þ

where Xs, Xr are the leakage reactances of the stator and

rotor windings respectively; Rr is the rotor resistance; Xm is

the magnetizing reactance; Xe is the equivalent reactance

from the DFIG’s terminal and the fault point; Rcb is the

crowbar resistance; and x0 is the angular frequency cor-

responding to the power frequency.

The current decay rate is calculated when a three-phase

fault occurs at the outgoing line in a DFIG-based wind

farm with classical parameters which can be found in

[12–16]. The value of the crowbar resistance normally

ranges from 10Rr to 30Rr [17, 18]. According to (14), the

decay time constant varies from 0.3 ms to 3.19 ms. Thus

the decay rate of the current varies from 26.91% to

96.43%.

If the fault current is supplied by a regular power sys-

tem, according to (11), the decay rate of current is calcu-

lated in the range of [0%, 10.51%].

To sum up, based on the calculated results, the threshold

value of criterion dset can be set at 20%.

4 New criterion for directional relay

Based on the above analysis, the principle of the new

criterion for the directional relay is based on two quantities:

the increment of phase angle difference between the fault

current and memory voltage Dh and the decay rate of the

fault current d. If Dh calculated by directional relay is

larger than Dhset ¼ 8�, it means that the fault current is

provided by the DFIG-based wind farm. Otherwise, when

Dh is less than Dhset, the supplier of the fault current can be

determined with the help of d. If d is larger

than dset ¼ 20%, the DFIG wind farm supplies the fault

current; otherwise, the fault current is provided by the

power system. According to the provider of the fault cur-

rent, it is easy to identify the direction of the fault. The

flowcharts of the proposed direction identification criterion

for the directional relays at two ends of the outgoing

transmission line are shown in Fig. 4.

5 Simulation and verification

This section will test the performance of the direction

identification criterion proposed in last section.

5.1 Analysis of influencing factors

Different speeds of a wind turbine will affect the value

of measured Dh. A smaller crowbar resistor and a shorter

outgoing line will cause a larger stator time constant, which

will influence the current decay rate d. The wind farm

integration shown in Fig. 1 is built, and different cases are

simulated to analyze the effect of these three factors on the

proposed directional relay criterion.

5.1.1 Rotating frequency of DFIG

The experimental relation between the calculated Dh
and the rotating frequency of the rotor is shown in Fig. 5.

Δθ >8°?

Forward

Start

End

Y

N

Y

N

d >20%?

Backward Backward

Δθ >8°?

Backward

Start

End

Y

N

Y

N

d >20%?

Forward Forward

(a) Relay on wind farm side (b) Relay on power system side

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the proposed direction identification criterion
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When the rotating frequency is close to the power fre-

quency, Dh is relatively small. When the rotating fre-

quency ranges from 45.3 Hz to 53.8 Hz, the value of Dh is

less than 8�, which basically coincides with the theoretical

analysis shown in Fig. 3. The value of Dh would not

decrease to 0� when the rotating frequency equals the

power frequency because of the calculation error caused by

the decaying amplitude of the fault current at the rotating

frequency.

5.1.2 Value of crowbar resistance

When a three-phase fault occurs at the end of the out-

going transmission line on the wind farm side, the ampli-

tude of the fault current has been calculated with crowbar

resistance set at 10Rr, 20Rr and 30Rr.

As shown in Fig. 6, a larger crowbar resistance results in

a larger decay rate of the current amplitude. Figure 7

depicts the relation between the current decay rate and

crowbar resistance. It can be seen that with the increasing

crowbar value, the current decay rate rises considerably

from 53.04% to 87.40%.

5.1.3 Length of outgoing transmission line

The relation between the current decay rate and the length

of the outgoing transmission line is shown in Fig. 8. It can be

seen that the current decay rate has a slight growth with

length increasing length of the outgoing transmission line.

5.2 Simulation of directional relay performance

The simulation model of a DFIG-based wind farm

shown in Fig. 1 has been built in PSCAD/EMTDC to test

the performance of the proposed directional relay criterion.

The value of h recorded by the wind farm side directional

relay is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 during a forward fault and
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Fig. 5 Experimental relationship between Dh and rotor’s rotating

frequency
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a backward fault respectively. The rotating frequency of

the rotor is 0.8 times of the power frequency.

In Fig. 9, there is Dh = 21.3�, which is larger than 8�.
Thus the directional relay detects a forward fault. In

Fig. 10, Dh = 0.33�, which is less than 8�. Thus the decay
rate of the current amplitude is needed to identify the fault

direction. The amplitude of the fault current is shown in

Fig. 11 where d=1.41% is less than 20%. Therefore, the

directional relay detects a backward fault.

The value of h recorded by the wind farm side direc-

tional relay is shown in Figs. 12 and 13 during a forward

and backward fault respectively. The rotating frequency of

the rotor is very close to the power frequency.

In Fig. 12, Dh = 7.17�, which is less than 8�. So the

decay rate of the current amplitude is needed to identify the

fault direction. The amplitude of the fault current is shown

in Fig. 14, where d = 33.18% is larger than 20%. Thus the

directional relay detects a forward fault.

In Fig. 13, Dh = 0.30�, which is also less than 8�. So the
decay rate of current amplitude also is needed. The

amplitude of the fault current is shown in Fig. 15, where

d = 0.60% is less than 20%. Therefore, the directional relay

detects a backward fault.

Simulations under different conditions are completed

and the results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

It can be seen that with the new direction identification

criterion, the directional relays on both sides of the out-

going transmission line of the DFIG-based wind farm can

quickly provide a correct fault direction. The identification

process takes just 30 ms.

Compared with the direction identification method given

in [11], the new criterion proposed in this paper has the

following advantages:

1) At the moment when the three-phase fault occurs, the

frequency of the fault current provided by the DFIG

deviates from the power frequency immediately.

Frequency tracking according to [11] consumes more

time. The directional relay presented in this paper only

needs to calculate the increment of phase angle
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difference Dh and the decay rate of the fault current d,

which avoids frequency tracking and is time saving.

2) The directional relay in [11] takes 40 ms to detect the

fault direction while the new relay only needs 30 ms.

3) This paper comes up with the new criterion based on

Dh and the comparison of decay rate of current

between the DFIG-based wind farm and a regular

power system. Reference [11] only uses the current

decay rate of a regular power system.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a new direction identification

method for a three phase short circuit in the outgoing

transnmission line of a DFIG-based wind farm with the

following characteristics:
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Table 3 Performance of new directional relay on wind farm side under different conditions

Condition Rotating speed of rotor (p.u) Results Reaction time (ms)

Backward fault at the terminal 0.8 Backward 30

1.0 Backward 30

1.2 Backward 30

Fault point away from relay 0 km 0.8 Forward 30

1.0 Forward 30

1.2 Forward 30

Fault point away from relay 40 km 0.8 Forward 30

1.0 Forward 30

1.2 Forward 30

Fault point away from relay 100 km 0.8 Forward 30

1.0 Forward 30

1.2 Forward 30

Table 4 Performance of new directional relay on system side under

different conditions

Condition Rotating speed of

rotor (p.u)

Results Reaction

time (ms)

Backward fault at the

terminal

1.2 Backward 30

1.0 Backward 30

0.8 Backward 30

Fault point away from

relay 0 km

0.8 Forward 30

1.0 Forward 30

1.2 Forward 30

Fault point away from

relay 40 km

0.8 Forward 30

1.0 Forward 30

1.2 Forward 30

Fault point away from

relay 100 km

0.8 Forward 30

1.0 Forward 30

1.2 Forward 30
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1) When a three-phase fault occurs in the outlet of the

wind farm, the input of the crowbar circuit makes the

characteristic of the short circuit current of the DFIG

quite different from that of the traditional synchronous

machine, which eventually leads to malfunction or

rejection of the traditional directional protection

elements using the memory voltage as the polarization

voltage.

2) When the three-phase short circuit fault occurs in the

outlet of the transmission line, and the rotating

frequency of the DFIG is close to the power frequency,

the phase angle calculated by the short circuit current

provided by the fan side varies linearly with time.

When the rotating frequency of the fan is far away

from the power-frequency, the calculation of the

circuit current of DFIG is more stable, but the

calculated current amplitude will fade with time.

When a three-phase short-circuit backward fault

occurs at the outlet of the transmission line, the phase

angle and amplitude calculated by the short-circuit

current provided by the system side are relatively

stable.

3) According to the above fault characteristics, a new

direction element criterion for the outgoing transmis-

sion line of the wind farm is put forward. If the phase

angle difference of the fault current is large after a

period of failure, it is considered to be a positive

direction export fault; if the phase angle difference is

small but the amplitude difference is large, it is still

considered as a forward outlet fault; If the phase angle

difference and amplitude difference of the fault current

calculation are relatively small, it is considered to be

the reverse outlet fault of the outgoing transmission

line.

4) Simulation results show that, when the new direction

element criterion is adopted, the fault direction can be

correctly identified when three-phase faults occur in

the forward and backward directions of the outgoing

transmission line, and are not affected by factors such

as the rotating frequency of the fan, the resistance

value of the crowbar and the length of the line.
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